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Abstract

Photometric stereo with uncalibrated lights determines sur-
face orientations ambiguously up to any regular transfor-
mation. If the surface reflectance model is separable with
respect to the illumination and viewing directions, its in-
herent symmetries enable to design two previously unrec-
ognized constraints on normals that reduce this ambiguity.
The two constraints represent projections of normals onto
planes perpendicular to the viewing and illumination di-
rections, respectively. We identify the classes of transfor-
mations that leave each constraint invariant. We construct
the constraints using polarization measurement under the
assumption of separable reflectance model for smooth di-
electrics. We verify that applying the first constraint to-
gether with the integrability constraint results in bas-relief
ambiguity, while application of the second constraint on in-
tegrable normals reduces the ambiguity to convex/concave
ambiguity. Importantly, the latter result is also obtained
when the first and second constraints alone are combined.

1. Introduction

Photometric stereo [10] determines local surface orien-
tations from images of an object viewed from a fixed posi-
tion, but illuminated from at least three non-collinear direc-
tions. Most often, it is assumed that the surface reflectance
is Lambertian, which implies that the pixel brightness

����� �
of

the � -th pixel in an image of the object’s appearance under
illumination by the � -th light is:

� ��� �	��
������������
����������������� �! 
(1)

where
���

is the outward-pointing normal of a surface patch
projected onto the � -th pixel,

�"�
is the diffuse albedo of the

patch, and
�#�

is the unit vector in the direction of the � -th
light source whose intensity is

� �
. Vector

� �
groups

� �
and� �

together, as does
� �

for
� �

and
� �

. The equation (1) is

written in a matrix form as $ �%� � �
. In classical photo-

metric stereo [10], an object is illuminated by three lights
of known direction and intensity (thus

�
, called the lights

for brief, is known). The matrix
�

(the normals multiplied
by corresponding albedos, called the normals for brief) is
then obtained by inverting (1):

� �&
'� � � ��(*) $ . In this paper,
however, we are interested in the case when the lights

�
are

uncalibrated. It is known [3] that the matrix $ can be then
factorized into two matrices

�
and

�
such that $ � �+� �

. The
factorization accommodates inherent ambiguity [5] repre-
sented by a group of invertible matrices ,.- 
�/0� whose el-
ements 1 transform the particular factorization solution2 �0 �43

into all other solutions
2 �6578
 1 � �

��(*) �0 � 57 1 �43 .
Among these, indeed, there is exactly one 91;:<,.- 
'/0� that
transforms

�
and

�
into the true lights

�
and the true normals�

; all other transformations lead to solutions that are called
the pseudolights and the pseudonormals throughout this pa-
per. If we want to determine this 91 , additional information
about normals and/or lights must be employed [10, 5]. Such
information takes on the form of additional constraints that
must hold, besides $ �=� � �

. One fairly general condition
is the integrability constraint on normals that represents the
fact that recovered normals must form a continuous surface.
Application of this constraint reduces the ambiguity from
,.- 
'/0� to the group of generalized bas-relief transforma-
tions [1]. While the integrability condition can usually be
applied, this is not true of other attempts to reduce the pho-
tometric stereo ambiguity that were suggested in the litera-
ture. One such possibility is to estimate normal orientations
at several points by an independent method and using them
to disambiguate the photometric stereo [3]. Another pro-
posal, if occluding boundary can be identified, two of the
three needed non-collinear normals are uniquely defined on
the occluding boundary [4]. Another possibility is to as-
sume that all light sources are of equal or known intensity.
Yet another one is that there is a curved object (or its known
part) in the scene which is of constant albedo. Such possi-
bilities were employed and/or discussed in [3, 11, 12].
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Fig. 1 The geometry of illumination and viewing.

Integrability requires the assumption that the observed
entity is a continuous surface. The knowledge of normals
at several surface points is not generally available. Next,
the occluding boundary is hard to detect reliably. As for
the constant-albedo assumption, it necessarily restricts the
class of recoverable surfaces. Hence, most promising so
far, in the sense of applicability, could be the combina-
tion of equal-intensity light source assumption with the in-
tegrability assumption, that taken together result in the con-
vex/concave ambiguity [11].

In this paper, we offer an alternative way to disambiguate
the photometric stereo by designing previously unrecog-
nized constraints on normals. Under the conditions of dis-
tant point light source illumination and orthographic imag-
ing, we show that it is possible to determine, up to a scale,
two entities: the projection of each surface normal onto the
plane orthogonal to the viewing direction � , and the projec-
tion of each normal onto the plane orthogonal to the illu-
mination direction

�
. The former entity is called the v-tilt,

since it corresponds to common meaning of tilt, being the
orientation of a surface normal projected onto the retinal
plane. The latter entity is then called the l-tilt, by anal-
ogy with the former one. We then identify in this paper
the classes of linear transformations that leave the � -tilt and
the

�
-tilt of surface normals unchanged. Subsequently, we

make three key observations: First, constraining the nor-
mals to be consistent with the � -tilt and

�
-tilt reduces the

photometric stereo ambiguity into convex/concave ambigu-
ity. Second, the � -tilt constraint combined with the inte-
grability constraint results in bas-relief ambiguity (group of
transformations that scale the depth of the recovered sur-
face). Third, making the normals consistent with the

�
-tilt

and integrability constraints results in reducing the ambigu-
ity into the convex/concave ambiguity.

Our approach relies on the assumption that the surface
reflectance at any surface point is separable with respect
to illumination and viewing directions. Such reflectance
model implies two fundamental symmetries. The first sym-
metry follows from that the radiance does not change when
the illumination (no matter if point or extended) is mirrored
by any plane containing a given surface normal. The second

symmetry follows from that the radiance does not change
when the detector is mirrored by any plane containing a
surface normal. The first symmetry enables the construc-
tion of the

�
-tilt, with the plane of incidence (denoted 
 � in

Fig. 1(b)) taken as the symmetry plane. The second sym-
metry implies the possibility to construct the � -tilt with the
emittance plane (denoted 
 � in Fig. 1(b)) playing the role
of the symmetry plane.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present an example of experimental procedure that deter-
mines the � -tilt and

�
-tilt employing just discussed symme-

tries. With working procedure at hand, we return to the
problem of disambiguating the photometric stereo in Sec-
tion 3 where we identify transformations under which each
of the tilt constraints is preserved. The analytical derivation
is followed by experimental demonstration in Section 4.

2. Tilt constraints construction

In this section we show how the tilt constraints may be
constructed thanks to underlying symmetries of the model
of reflectance. We demonstrate that on an example of re-
flection on smooth dielectric surface. Reflectance model
for diffuse reflection on such surfaces [8] possesses the es-
sential property of being separable with respect to the illu-
mination and viewing directions. The separability follows
from the assumption that light which penetrates under the
smooth optical boundary becomes completely depolarized
by internal scattering, as well as its distribution becomes
azimuth-independent with respect to the surface normal be-
fore it leaves the sub-surface back out into the air [9]. The
model is constructed by enriching the Lambert’s model by
two transmissivity terms � 
 ���  � � , � 
 ���  � � as follows:

� � � � � 
 ���  � � � 
 ���  �� ������� ���  (2)

where
�

is the index of refraction, the angles ��� and ���
are respectively the incidence angle and the emittance an-
gle (see Fig. 1(a)) and other variables are as in (1). The
two transmissivity terms correspond to the reality of inci-
dent light refracting into the sub-surface (term � 
 � �  �� � )
and, after internal scattering, part of it refracting back out
into the air (term � 
 � �  � � ). Having a separable reflectance
model, symmetries discussed at the end of the previous sec-
tion imply that if we mount a linear polarizing filter in front
of the light source, the radiance of a surface patch projected
onto a particular pixel will not change while the light source
is mirrored by the plane of incidence. The pixel brightness
will hence be the same for orientations

2 ��� �  �� ��� � 3
of

the polarizer (
��� �

is the inclination of the polarizing direc-
tion from the plane of incidence, see Fig. 1(b)). If the de-
pendence of radiance on the polarizer orientation is enough
discriminative, it will be possible to identify the plane of
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Fig. 2 (a) Diffuse radiance as a function of orientations
� �

and
� � of the two polarizers. (b) Dependence of the partial

polarization on the angle of incidence/emittance, displayed
for refraction index

� ����� /
.

symmetry and hence to get the
�
-tilt of the normal. From

an elementary optics it follows that this dependence is de-
scribed by the following substitution in (2):

� 
 ���  � �07
�� 2 ��� 
 ���  �������� � ��� ��� � 	 
 ���  ��� �! �" � ��� � 3  

(3)

where the terms � 	 and �#� are the transmissivities [2]
for light polarized perpendicularly and parallelly to illu-
mination plane. The pixel brightness varies harmonically
with the polarizer orientation

� �
which is measured as or-

dinary polar angle within the polarizer coordinate system2 � �	  � � 	 3 . It is therefore sufficient to capture images for sev-
eral orientations of the polarizer and then apply a harmonic
fit in each pixel. The maximum is indeed found at the inci-
dence plane orientation

� ��$��� , for which
��� � � � � � � ��$��� �%

since � 	 
 �  �� �'& ��� 
 �  � � for all �)( %
. The reliability

of the symmetry plane determination depends on the rela-
tive magnitude of the harmonic variation:

*,+ � ��� 
 � �  � � � � 	 
 � �  �� �
��� 
 ���  � � � � 	 
 ���  �� �

�
(4)

We call *-+ the l-partial polarization. Fig. 2(b) shows the
dependence of the partial polarization on the angle of inci-
dence.

The v-tilt is then constructed analogously. If a lin-
ear polarizing filter is mounted in front of the camera,
then the other symmetry that we identified ensures that
image intensities measured under polarizer orientations2 ��� �  �� ��� � 3

are the same (
��� �

is the inclination of the
polarizer orientation from the plane of emittance 
 � , see
Fig. 1(b)). Dependence of the pixel brightness on the cam-
era polarizer orientation can be described by the substitu-
tion [9]

� 
 � �  ��� 7
�� 2 ��� 
 � �  ������� � � ��� � � � 	 
 � �  ����. �" � ��� � 3 � (5)
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Fig. 3 A sphere illuminated from the right (left image), the
v-tilt (middle) and the l-tilt (right) shown as needle maps.
The tilts are superimposed on images of the � -partial polar-
ization and l-partial polarization, respectively. Dark points
correspond to high partial polarization values.

The analogous form of (3) and (5) enables us to quickly
come to the result that the v-tilt can be determined as the
orientation of the camera polarizer under which the maxi-
mum brightness is perceived. Reliability of the tilt evalua-
tion raises with the angle of emittance and is linked to the� -partial polarization *,/ that is defined in analogy with (4).
To give this section a summary, the term for reflectance is
separable with respect to orientation of the light polarizer
and the camera polarizer (see Fig. 2(a)). It is possible to de-
termine the l-tilt constraint and then the v-tilt constraint on
each normal by first rotating the polarizer placed in front of
the light source and then in front of the camera. The l-partial
polarization and v-partial polarization serve as factors that
express the reliability of the tilt constraint determination.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where both the v-tilts and l-tilts
are displayed where the v-partial polarization and l-partial
polarization, respectively, exceed 3%.

3. Transformations that preserve tilts

We discussed in the introduction section that photomet-
ric stereo can determine the normals and the lights only up
to an arbitrary linear transformation 1 : ,.- 
�/ � that can
not be resolved unless further information about normals
and/or lights is known. This information takes on the form
of additional conditions that must hold besides (1) and gen-
erally reduces the ambiguity. The tilt constraints on normals
are examples of such conditions and in this section we iden-
tify the classes of transformations that leave each tilt type
invariant.
Theorem 1. The only transformations the v-tilt of the
normals is invariant to are given by:

1 � � � 	10 � � 2354 % %% 4 %6 7 8
9: � � 	10 � � � 4  8<;� %  

(6)

where
� � 	10 � � is the orthonormal triple with first two vectors

inherited from the retinal plane and the third vector equal to
the direction of viewing (see Fig. 1(b)).



Proof. Let
� / be the set of indices such that the � -

tilt of � � ��� ��: � /�� is defined. The invariance of the � -tilt
with respect to transformation of the true normals

�
into

pseudonormals
� � 1 � is written as � �	 � ��� 4 � � �	 � � , or

more precisely and with substitution
� � 1 � :

� � : � /�� 4 � ;� %
	 � �	 1 � ��� 4 � � �	 � � � (7)

If the normals � � � � � : � / � are enough diverse, then it must
hold

� � : � / that
4 � � 4

. Consequently, it implies that� �	 1 � 4 � �	 , which in turn means that (6) must hold. Pa-
rameter

4
must be non-zero from (7) and 8 must be non-

zero for the matrix 1 to be invertible. �
Theorem 2. Let

�
be the illumination direction and

� 	
be the light polarizer coordinate system that makes an or-
thonormal basis with

�
(see Fig. 1(b)). The only transforma-

tions the l-tilt of normals is invariant to are given by

1 �� � 	 0 ���
23�� % %% � %% % �

9: � � 	 0 � � � �  � ;� % �
(8)

Besides
�

and
�

, the free parameters are represented by a
vector triple

� � 	 0 ���
that is constrained to be orthonormal

and of the same orientation as
� � 	 0 � � .

Proof. Let
� + be the set of indices such that the

�
-tilt of

� � ��� ��: � +�� is defined. The condition that the l-tilt of the
normals preserves under transformation of the true normals
onto the pseudonormals

� � 1 � means that

� � : � + � � � ;� %
	 � � 	 � � � � � � � 	 � �  (9)

where
� 	 is a pair of vectors that represents a new plane of

projection for evaluation of the
�
-tilt and is therefore con-

strained to form an orthonormal basis with the transformed
light direction

�
, and in addition, this basis has to be of the

same orientation as
� � 	 0 � � . New light direction is given by�	� � 
 1 � �

��(*) �
,

� �;��� �
being the ratio of the light in-

tensity before and after the transformation. If the normals
� � � � ��: � + � are enough diverse, then it must hold

� � : � +
that

� ��� �
. Taking this into account and writing the equiv-

alent of the light transformation formula gives:

� � 	 1 � � � � 	  (10)� � 1 � � � �  
(11)

which implies (8) where
�

must be non-zero from (9) and�
must be non-zero for the matrix 1 to be invertible. �
No of the � -tilt and

�
-tilt constraints alone removes the

photometric stereo ambiguity. Combining one with the
other, or one of them with an independent constraint will re-
sult in various degree of the ambiguity reduction. Our inten-
tion is to work primarily with constraints that can be widely
applied and we therefore restrict our attention to three of
them: the � -tilt, the

�
-tilt, and the integrability constraint.
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Fig. 4 (a) The directions of eight light sources, displayed
on a sphere from the camera point of view. The viewing
direction shown as the central dot. (b) The same, rotated for
better illustration.

It is known that the only transformations the integrability
constraint is invariant to are [1]:

1 � � � 	 0 � � 23 4�� % 6 �% 4�� 7 �% % 8 �
9: � � 	 0 � � � 4 �  8 � ;� % �

(12)

What follows is the identification of classes of transfor-
mations that represent the ambiguity that remains after pair-
wise applications of the three constraints. While Point 3
below is obvious, Points 1 and 2 can be proven by straight-
forward analysis which is omitted here for lack of space.

1. Application of the v-tilt and l-tilt constraints re-
duces the ambiguity into the convex/concave case
because the only common elements of transfor-
mation classes (6) and (8) are given by 1 �� � 	 0 � ���  ���� � � 4  � 4  4 � � � 	 0 � � � with

4 ;� %
.

2. Application of the integrability and l-tilt constraints re-
sults in convex/concave ambiguity as in Point 1.

3. Application of the v-tilt and integrability constraints
results in bas-relief ambiguity, because the only trans-
formations belonging to classes (6) as well as (12) are
1 � � � 	 0 � �!�  "�#� � 4  4  8 � � � 	 0 � � � with

4  8<;� %
.

4. Experiment

The object we used to test our approach was a glazed
china teapot (see Fig. 5(a)). The teapot was illuminated
from eight directions in turn (see Fig. 4; the ground truth
positions of light sources were measured by a geometric
stereo-based method). For each light source position, we
grabbed two sets of images by a 14-bit camera. The first
and second sets were formed by images taken for six ori-
entations of the camera polarizer and for six orientations of
the light polarizer, respectively. Both the camera polarizer
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Fig. 5 The test object (a) illuminated from the right (b), the
v-tilt (c) and the

�
-tilt (d) showed as needle maps superim-

posed on the � -partial polarization and
�
-partial polarization

values, respectively (dark points correspond to high partial
polarization values).

and the light polarizer were rotated in 30deg steps. For each
light we computed the � -tilt and

�
-tilt of every illuminated

surface patch by applying the harmonic fit to the first and
second set of images, respectively, in a pixel-wise manner.
An example of the v-tilt and the

�
-tilt determined for the

teapot illuminated from the right is shown in Fig. 5(b-d).
Note that the tilts look fairly as expected (cf. Fig. 3). Only
tilts whose partial polarization exceeded 3% were trusted.
Besides that, tilts of specularly reflecting surface patches
were marked as invalid. Specularities, as well as shadows,
were identified by simple thresholding.

Lambert’s reflectance model was used for factorization
of photometric data into pseudonormals and pseudolights,
because it is close to (2) for most incidence and emit-
tance angles [8]. The pseudonormals and pseudolights were
computed by an iterative factorization algorithm similar to
the one published in [11]. Images of a teapot illuminated
from a given direction were computed by averaging all im-
ages grabbed under that illumination. Shadows and spec-
ularities were not included into the factorization process.
Subsequently, different sets of constraints were applied on
pseudonormals in order to reduce the photometric stereo
ambiguity. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The integrabil-
ity constraint was employed first, using the algorithm pub-
lished in [11] (see the first image row). We observe that the
pseudonormals illuminated by the light of constant inten-
sity from three directions (the retinal plane axes directions
and the camera direction) do not correspond to the appear-
ance of a teapot illuminated from the left, bottom and the
viewpoint direction. This is consistent with the remaining
ambiguity (12). We subsequently let

4 � � �
and found 6 �

, 7 �

and 8 �
such that the integrable pseudonormals transformed

by (12) were consistent with the � -tilt constraint. This was
done by least squares with the optimization function defined
as squared sum of angular differences between measured v-
tilt and the � -tilt of transformed pseudonormals. If a given
surface patch was illuminated by more than one light dur-
ing the measurement, there were multiple evaluations of � -
tilt available from which the one with highest magnitude of
harmonic brightness variation was selected. The results are
shown in the second row. The images have correct shad-
ing, except for the last one which is dark. This is consistent
with our expectation about the resulting ambiguity (scaling
of recovered surface depth). The

�
-tilt constraints were im-

posed on integrable normals in a similar way. The goal of
optimization was to reach consistency of the transformed
integrable normals with the

�
-tilt. To maintain good stabil-

ity of the result, the optimization was done with respect to�
-tilts associated with all eight lights simultaneously. Illumi-

nated normals are shown in the third row. The appearance
is consistent with the expected convex/concave ambiguity
(that was resolved by hand). Finally, we applied the
v-tilt constraint on the (unintegrable) pseudonormals. The
least squares optimization now searched for two vectors to
which the pseudonormals were projected and this projec-
tion was compared with the evaluated � -tilt. The result is
in the fourth row and is consistent with the group of trans-
formations (6). Subsequent optimization of the third row of
the transformation matrix in (6) with respect to consistency
with the

�
-tilt constraint resulted in pseudonormals shown

in the last row of Fig. 6. The ambiguity was reduced to
the convex/concave case and was subsequently resolved by
hand.

To summarize, only the � -tilt and
�
-tilt constraints com-

bined, or the integrability and
�
-tilt constraints combined

can recognize the normals and the lights correctly, as ex-
pected. In Fig. 7 we show directions of the eight light
sources estimated by the five methods together with the
ground truth.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that if we are able to mea-
sure surface normal tilts with respect to camera and light
directions the ambiguity of uncalibrated photometric stereo
reduces to only convex/concave case. To recover tilts we
employed partial polarization of light reflected on smooth
dielectric surface, although this is not the only possibility.
The tilt with respect to the light direction alone may be
combined with the integrability constraint to obtain the con-
vex/concave ambiguity as well but this requires an explicit
assumption about surface continuity.

Previous work on shape from polarization vision used
only the fact that the specular reflection component is po-
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Fig. 6 The results of pseudonormal transformations con-
forming to the constraints that are written above each image
row. The images show the computed normals illuminated
by the light source of constant intensity from directions of
the first and second retinal plane axes and the viewing di-
rection, respectively.
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Fig. 7 Illumination directions estimated under different sets
of constraints imposed on normals. Directions are displayed
in spherical coordinates. Only the combination of the � -tilt
and

�
-tilt constraints, as well as of the integrability and

�
-tilt

constraints determines the illumination directions correctly.

larized [6, 7]. The polarization of the diffusely reflected
light is too weak to recover useful dense information about
the object shape but, as we showed, may be used to pro-
vide disambiguation constraints for uncalibrated photomet-
ric stereo.
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